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Transboundary focus 
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Very often, we witness even from the news that environmental problems ignore political boundaries. Therefore it is important to strengthen the cooperation among countries. Countries being Parties to MEAs have an advantage since they have already established a culture of dialogue and joint conflict solution with its neighbours. Years of transboundary cooperation on coping with nature- and man-made disasters have created trust. You know whom to talk to on the other side.  Issues can often be tackled at the technical level. Not having such a culture of dialogue and cooperation, and not having related mechanisms at hand, might lead to more severe impacts on human health and the environment, and ultimately also to unnecessary tensions among countries. Peaceful neighbourhood is at risk.For this reason, ENVSEC is identifying hotspots for existing or potential rising tensions over environmental resources.



Cooperation 
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The ENVSEC partners, UNEP, UNDP, OSCE, REC-CEE, UNECE and NATO as an associated partner also work jointly on strengthening policies, awareness and participation, building capacities and frameworks to prevent and address environmental problems. Here again, UNECE MEAs are in a pole position since MEAs are an important pillar to ENVSEC work and ECE can offer an important contribution in these area: existing legal frameworks, a pool of knowledge and platforms for exchange of experience and good practice, but also instruments for conflict prevention and resolution, for example on compliance issues. ENVSEC work is also about technical expertise for environmental clean-up and remediation, for example in regions that suffer from industrial legacy from mining or improper use of hazardous chemicals, such as obsolete pesticides and rocket fuel. In this regard, the added value of UNECE instruments becomes obvious: The PRTR Protocol, the Industrial Accidents Convention (through its Assistance Programme), but also -why not?-  the Protocol on Civil Liability, which is still in its infancy. But I am sure, its day will come.



Water resources management 
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So what are the key achievements of ENVSEC over the past year?I can report on improved monitoring, information exchange and cooperation on environmental risks in several transboundary river basins. These are aiming at bi- or multilateral agreements between riparians of the Dniester River basin, the Drin River, Timok River,  Sava River Basin, Chu and Talas River Basin, and the Neman river basin. Also capacity building on dam safety in Central Asia is ongoing. Another important area of work is to increase regional coordination on adaptation to the impacts of climate change in transboundary basins. By the way, not only ECE is an important partner for ENVSEC, also ENVSEC is an important funding source for ECE. For example, most of the Water Convention’s pilot projects on adaptation to climate change in transboundary basins are funded by ENVSEC. Which currently means: Austria, Finland, Sweden and the European Union.I take this opportunity to thank these countries for their trust in ENVSEC and their continued support and commitment.



Waste management 
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Another area of ENVSEC’s work is on strengthening regional coordination and capacities for radioactive waste management and the rehabilitation of affected sites. Here, ECE has a less active role due to its limited mandate and capacities. The beauty of having all the different partners coming together under the roof of ENVSEC is that each organisations can contribute to the common overall goal by investing its strongest parts.



Impact on environment & health 
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ENVSEC also works on improving policies and regulations on environmental challenges such as dam failures, illegal logging and wild fires.



Public participation 
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Related to the work of the Aarhus Convention, mainly ECE and OSCE, which is promoting Aarhus Centers, are joining forces under ENVSEC to increase the awareness and participation of civil society in decision making at local level, and fostering the principles of good governance, transparency, and accountability.



Impact Assessment 
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The Espoo Convention including its SEA Protocol are running pilot projects, which are implemented with ENVSEC partners.They aim at enhancing national and regional application of these instruments. Examples of recent ECE engagement are: the lead in the development of capacities for application of the Espoo Convention in Belarus and Lithuania, the strengthening of the implementation of the Convention in Azerbaijan, and also post-project analysis of environmental impact in a transboundary context in Belarus and Ukraine, combined with training on strategic environnmental assessment.



Outlook 
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So how will the ENVSEC Initiative develop?Earlier this year, a special ENVSEC Task force identified the future challenges and priorities.These are related to the further development of cooperation and the achievement of synergies between the ENVSEC partners.But the main challenge for me seems to improve ENVSEC’s financial sustainability. To this end, ENVSEC must broaden up its donor base.On 6 November, which is the International Day for Preventing the Exploitation of the Environment in War and Armed Conflict,There will be an ENVSEC 10 Years Anniversary Event, which will take place in Brussels. The festivities will be followed by an ENVSEC donors meeting.You are all very much welcome! 
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